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Q1.Write down a story in the form of 40 dialogues, describing a ceremony which 

had recently been attended 

Answer: 

Before the coronavirus : 

[Ali gets a text from ahmed] 

Ahmed: Asalam Alaikum bro! have you heard about the electronic contest  

Ali: yeah I did this is going to be great 

Ahmed: are you going to attend that? 

Ali: yes, of course, I've been waiting for this for years  

Ahmed: great! Me too, Do you have anything in mind? like a project or 

something 

Ali: I have,  actually I've been thinking of why now we work on this together? 

Ahmed: yea why now, so when should I stop by?  

Ali: you can come today if you're free 

Ahmed: yea I’m as free as a dove. I’ll meet you there 



[ Ahmed arrives at Ali House] 

[~Ahmed Rangs the doorbell … Ali opened the door] 

Ahmed: hey bro, good seeing you it’s been a while since we last met 

Ali: yeah bro, it's been like ages, we have been only doing chats for 2 years 

Ahmed: yea I’ve been busy lately, working on a workshop isn’t an easy job  

Ali: yea certainly!  

Ahmed: so let’s get started the event is tomorrow night 

Ali: yea let me show you my workplace  

[Ali took Ahmed with him to his workshop] 

Ahmed: amazing your workplace has grown a lot since last time I saw it 

Ali: yeah I did upgrade a lot 

Ahmed: so what's your plan on making? 

Ali: let's build an AI robot which acts as a virtual assistance  

Ahmed: that’s a nice idea so we need few components before we start ill go get 

them you take care of the NLP and computer vision using python And OpenCV  

Ali: alright I’ll do this you take care of the rest of the component we need a 

camera , 555 timers, a microcontroller like raspberry pie and some LEDs and 

wires so we can make this  

Ahmed: okay you got it! 

[Ahmed Leaves to get the required components] 

[meanwhile, Ali finishes the software side of things] 

 [Ahmed Returned and they put together all  the components] 

[NEXT DAY NIGHT] 

Ahmed: are you leaving for the event? 

Ali: yes I'm about to leave what about you? 

Ahmed: I'm also about to leave just retesting the software  



Ali: alright can you pick me up on your way to the event because it's few miles 

from here I will make sure we don’t forget anything  

Ahmed: yeah sure!  

Ali:  Thanks! 

[ Ahmed Arrives at his house and picks him up ] 

Ali: Have you got all the stuff we need? 

Ahmed: yea I just checked and everything is okay 

Ali: This is gonna be fun! 

Ahmed: Yeah bro I didn’t sleep last night I was so hyped! 

Ali: yeah me too! 

 

[40 dialogues] 

 

 


